
October — November
18 October

Plan and Program Events, Creative
Volunteering — No Limits! training module.
Covers key elements of planning and
programming arts and cultural events. Only
$25. At Museum of the Riverina, WAGGA
WAGGA. To register contact RANSW 
Tel 02 9247 8577

19 October
Carmen by Bizet presented by Co-

Opera, Outback Arts and Streets Ahead is
being performed in COONAMBLE. 
Tel 6822 2484 email
Admin@oubackarts.com.au

19 October
Work with Collections, Creative

Volunteering — No Limits! training module.
Covers the essential areas of working with
cultural collections. Only $25. Held at
Museum of the Riverina, WAGGA  WAGGA.
To register contact RANSW 
Tel 02 9247 8577

20 October
Carmen by Bizet presented by 

Co-Opera, Outback Arts and Warren Arts
Council to be performed in WARREN

Tel 6822 2484 
Email admin@oubackarts.com.au
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N HOUSE OF MANY WORLDS WAS A JOURNEY INTO SOME OF THE LESS

visible but more interesting sides of Wagga Wagga. Thirty two
women, five visual artists, a cultural worker, a video artist, a
production manager and a director, all from vastly different cultural
backgrounds and with different artistic interests, got together for
ten weeks to create and learn from each other and produce
something really special and unique for and about women in Wagga.  

Launched during Harmony Week and culminating in a performance

on Mother’s Day, the project involved workshops for women and

children of all backgrounds and ages — Anglo-Celtic Aussies,

migrant, Indigenous and refugee women from different countries

in Africa. Venues around town and by the river became the focus

for creative writing, drawing, painting, craft, singing, sharing

recipes, clothing designs, views, and experiences.  

All the artists except myself were relatively unfamiliar with this

kind of open ended community theatre project, but they were a

tremendously talented and skilled group, and very enthusiastic

about working together. We had assistance from theatre designer

Annemaree Dalziel, who came to share her skills and experience 

in theatre design, community, cross-cultural and site-specific work

and to mentor the project.  

“I was very tentative at first,” comments visual artist Antonella

Salvestro. “In the first workshop, some of the things we thought

would be fun just weren’t working as I expected them to. There

were time constraints, language difficulties with the women from

other countries ….  Then it just happened. It just took on a life of

its own. It changed like a river.”

We used the activities as a conduit for sharing talents, skills,

experiences and values and to put together a performance event

celebrating women’s creativity through diverse cultural windows

in the spacious, 19th century English style Romano’s Hotel. 

We opened on 11 May for an audience of 200 people. We were

thrilled. Some said we wouldn’t get more than 20 people in 

Wagga to see something like this, especially on Mother’s Day!

People moved freely around the four different carpeted, curtained

spaces. The rooms buzzed and hummed with activity. It was at

times unclear who was watching and who was on show. There

was an elaborately decorated table with intricately detailed place

settings for absent friends. Collaged placemats, paper lanterns,

paper-mache-sculpted bowls with cultural iconography, archetypal

and contemporary imagery of the women and their work told an

eclectic but compelling story of lives under the surface, or lurking

in the psyche. Children’s art work lined the walls. A soundscape

of women’s overlapping voices singing and talking in different

languages played from somewhere in the room. Next door,

women laughed and criticised their own creative explorations

displayed in snippets on video, while audience watched intrigued. 

We moved through an archway of ghostly images on muslin

drapes and were sung to our seats in Wiradjuri language for 

a dreaming story and a welcome to country. A magical quality

permeated what was essentially a kind of concert flowing with

original movement, songs, poems and talks in English, Spanish,

Hebrew, Wiradjuri, and various African languages and a slide

show. The women shared their thoughts, their philosophies, 

their cultures, hopes, fears and dreams with each other and 

with the audience. It was a profoundly empowering experience. 

It was a process of making deep connections as human beings

recognizing each other’s cultures and celebrating, motherhood

and our common identity as women. “We Africans believe in

togetherness we like to bring you into our midst,” reflects Mary

Kabba. “We come together to teach each other songs. That’s what

the project is about. Accepting each other, accepting ourselves.

Its good learning new things. Education. You never 

stop learning.” And indeed you never do. 

Photos left to right: Elizabeth singing; the performance; Marina drawing; walking
around the decorated table; Ruzalba modelling a waistcoat with Mary.

In a House of Many Worlds
by MARY McMENAMIN24

An independent regional project directed by Mary McMenamin with
funding by the OzCo’s CCD Board, the Regional Arts Fund and with
assistance from the Eastern Riverina Arts Program. 
With Bernadette Bodel, Flo Grant, Zoe Jenkins, Canny Kinloch,
Donna Kirby, Cecilia O'Rourke,Gabe Peters, Antonella Salvestro
and 32 women in the Wagga community.


